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Orca Introduces Two Series of Focal Drop-In Speakers for Harley-Davidson
Four models deliver Focal sound in a seamless OEM look for 1998-2013 and 2014-up motorcycles
CAMARILLO, CALIF., December 11, 2019 (MEDIAWIRE) – Orca Design and Manufacturing, developer and
supplier of premium car audio speakers, amplifiers, processing and sound enhancement products in the
U.S. market, announced it has introduced a new line of Harley-Davidson speaker sets from Focal. Four
models consist of two renowned Focal speaker technologies that fit two different year spans of HarleyDavidson cycles: 1998-2013 and 2014 to present. The new kits enable owners to experience Focal imaging
and clarity without altering the Harley-Davidson dash design.
The HDK165 series is anchored by Focal’s K2 cone, which is known for its combination of rigidity, lightness
and damping. The composite sandwich cone design lends to increased power handling and reliability. The
matching tweeter features an M-shaped converted Kevlar dome that enhances audio precision. Model
numbers for the series are HDK165-98/2013 and HDK165-2014UP.
The Focal Inside HDA165 series is modeled after the brand’s popular Access speaker line. It utilizes Focal
DFS® cone technology to deliver outstanding stability, power handling and resistance to the elements and
changing temperatures. Paired with an aluminum inverted-dome compression tweeter, the HDA165
series provides superior dynamics and design at an accessible price point. Model numbers for the series
are HDA165-98/2013 and HDA165-2014 UP.
Each of the models includes grilles and installation hardware that enable a direct fit and seamless factory
look. MSRP for the HDA165 series is $1,100, while the HDA165 series will retail for $500. All models are
expected to be available to retailers in January.
“This is our first offering of speakers made specifically for motorcycles,” said Nalaka Adikari, national sales
manager for Orca. “These new kits are designed to drop into factory speaker locations and instantly
improve the audio over factory systems. The iconic Harley-Davidson exhaust sound is said to be music to
owners’ ears; now we’re adding even better music.”
For information on Orca products and represented brands, visit orca-design.com.
About Orca Design and Manufacturing
Based in Southern California, Orca acts as importer/distributor, designer and manufacturer for a variety
of notable brands. We are the sole U.S. distributor for Focal mobile audio, and import speakers by Gladen
Audio of Germany and Italian-made Mosconi amplifiers. In addition, we design quality products under the
Illusion Audio brand, and offer Blackhole damping materials and Raven pure ribbon tweeters for home
and mobile installations alike. For more information, visit our website at orcadesign.com.
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